Introduction
The formulation of the neutrino-electron scattering (NES) opacities presented in this paper closely follows the appendices of (Bruenn 1985) . When the approach of this seminal work is followed exactly, particle number is not conserved, although in NES the number and species of particles before and after the interaction remain unchanged.
Furthermore, the NES kernel must vanish in local thermodynamic equilibrium (lte). In Bruenn 's formulation this is achieved by construction through the relation between in and out beams, c.f. eq. (2.5) in section 2 of this paper and eq. C9 in (Bruenn 1985) .
In the next section the symmetries of the NES kernel and their consequences are discussed. In section 3 the kernel is expanded in Legendre polynomials to approximate its angular dependence. The in and out kernels each separately posess a symmetry which hitherto has gone unnoticed. This higher symmetry of the kernel has two consequences.
First, in combination with detailed balance it makes the kernel vanish in lte. Second, its exploitation approximately doubles the compuational efficiency of the NES algorithm.
In the appendix a practitioner's guide to the implementation of NES is given. The stucture of the NES kernel and the way it is incorporated into spectral Eddington moment neutrino transport are summarized.
Constraints on The Scattering Kernel
The neutrino-electron scattering part of the collision kernel of the Boltzmann equations is a functional of the neutrino distribution function fv(x, q), The integrations over the electron four-momenta can be separated into the kernels
With the in-out invariance of the transition rate (2.2) there follows that 
NES Algorithm
The scattering kernel (2.3) depends on the direction of the neutrino momentum through the inner product of q · q' = ww'Sl · Sl'. This angular dependence is approximated by expanding R{ out} in a Legendre series and retaining the first two terms, R{out}(w,w', n · Sl') ~ (1/2)</>~ut(w,w') + (3/2)</>}ut(w,w') n · n' (3.1) with E = p 0 • The functions H 1 k I = 0, 1 , k ~ I, II are as given in (Yueh and Buchler 1977) with the modifications indicated below equation C50 in (Bruenn 1985 
A7(w',w) = e-(w-w')/T Afew,w'). (3.4)
Because it is merely a linear superposition of these coefficients, the kernel R{ out} is transpositionally symmetric as well, c.f. eq. (2.6).
The in kernel R{in}(w,w',n · Sl') = R{out} (w',w,Sl' · Sl) follows from the out kernel with the in-out symmetry (2.4).
Cone I us ion
The NES kernel is more symmetric than was previously implied. The transpositional symmetry (3.4) is a property which relates off-diagonal elements of the kernel matrix.
The in-out symmetry (2.4) ensures conservation of particle number. Together they make the kernel vanish in lte.
The addendum to Bruenn (1985) is that the in-out, eq. (2.4), instead of the convoluted he-symmetry eq.(2.5) should be used to relate in and out beams.
With the existence of transpositional symmetry the coefficients At{w, w') need not be calculated for all combinations w,w' but only for w ~ w', or w' ~ w. Since performing the integrals (3.3) is computationally. the most intensive part of the algorithm, exploitation of this property nearly doubles the computational efficiency.
I

A NES Source Terms
The NES kernel can be rearranged into four terms with
Kve(w) = (3/2) j dw'w 12 4>~n(w,w')F(w') .
(A.5)
The NES opacity terms cont,ain angular moments of the distribution function defined as
(1/47r) j dnnj~.~(w, n), 
